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Compact Endoscopy
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TELE PACK +
Compact Endoscopy

TELE PACK+ is an ALL-IN-ONE system that combines a monitor, LED light source, FULL HD camera control unit and documentation with integrated network function in a portable and compact unit. A very strong feature is its compatibility with a wide range of rigid, flexible and single-use endoscopes. TELE PACK+ is suitable for universal use in doctors’ offices, day clinics, emergency rooms, intensive care units and outpatient settings.

DISPLAY +
- 18.5" touch screen monitor +
- On-screen keyboard +
- FULL HD +
- Display with no edges – ideal for cleaning +
- Straightforward handling thanks to intuitive menu navigation and self-explanatory user interface +

LIGHT +
- Integrated LED light source +
- Bright and uniform illumination +
- Automatic light source control +
Can be connected to rigid as well as flexible and single-use endoscopes

Compatible with X-LINE and C-LINE endoscopes

Archiving of patient data on internal memory, on USB memory devices or via the network integration function

Encrypted patient data transfer

Patient data management

50 GB internal memory

Network function in File Share mode or Worklist mode

Export and import of patient data in/out of HIS/PACS

It is recommended to check the suitability of the product for the intended procedure prior to use.